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RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES

FIRST-TIME BUYERS

Buying your first home is an exciting but often daunting time. There are so many mortgage
products on the market that finding the right one for your circumstances can seem a difficult
task. And with your mortgage likely to be your biggest outgoing, if you choose the wrong
one, it can cost you dearly.
SPF Private Clients are here to hold your hand and guide you through the process of buying
your first home. As mortgage brokers we have access to a wide range of mortgage options,
as well as some exclusive deals that are not available from other brokers or even direct
from lenders. This means our advisers are on hand to guide you through the process and
recommend the best product and rates to suit your needs. We are happy to answer any
questions you may have, no matter how silly they may seem.
Should you opt for a fixed-rate mortgage and, if so, how long should you fix for? Should you
opt for a Bank of England Base Rate tracker instead and if so, what happens if interest rates
were to rise? And what about incentives some lenders are offering, such as cashback or free
valuations or fee-free deals? SPF’s expert team of brokers can answer all of these questions
and many more.
With many first-time buyers relying on the ‘Bank of Mum and Dad’ for financial assistance
when it comes to getting a mortgage, we can also advise on the best way to structure this.
Money towards the deposit must be a gift rather than a loan, for example, or it will affect your
affordability when the lender is deciding how big a mortgage to let you have. If you buy jointly
with parents there may also be stamp duty and capital gains tax implications, so it is important
to speak to an independent tax specialist before taking the plunge.
If you are buying through one of the government schemes such as Help to Buy or Shared
Ownership, SPF has a specialist New Homes team who can give specific advice on these
products. It means you can be confident that you are getting the best advice and are selecting
the right mortgage for your circumstances, so you can get on with enjoying your new home.

For more information please contact:
SPF Private Clients
T: +44 (0)333 222 6688
E: info@spf.co.uk
W: spf.co.uk

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
A fee of up to 1% of the loan amount is payable. For example, if we arrange a loan of £100,000 the fee
could be £1,000. The exact fee charged will depend on the amount of work undertaken. We may charge
a fee of up to £750 when advising on and arranging a Help to Buy mortgage, the exact amount will be
dependent on your circumstances.

SPF Private Clients Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
The FCA does not regulate some forms of buy-to-let, overseas and commercial mortgages.
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HIGH VALUE MORTGAGES

A significant number of the mortgages SPF Private Clients arranges, run into the millions of
pounds. But finding a larger mortgage is not necessarily straightforward, as some high-street
lenders prefer not to offer bigger loans for example.
However, the situation is changing with an increasing number of high-street lenders prepared
to offer mortgages of £1m and above at competitive rates of interest. For wealthy clients,
the private banks provide another option when it comes to high-value mortgages, although
these deals can be difficult to access unless you already have a relationship with the bank. The
advantage of the private banks is that while some may require the transfer of assets under
management when agreeing to a mortgage, they take time to really understand the customer
and their circumstances, tailoring products to suit. Rates can also be extremely competitive,
on occasion even undercutting rates offered on the high street.
As one of the UK’s leading mortgage brokers, SPF Private Clients are mortgage experts,
adept at dealing with mortgages of all shapes and sizes, but we are particularly good at
handling large mortgages. We have access to a wide range of high-value mortgage options,
from private banks, specialist lenders and high-street banks. The advantage of getting your
mortgage through us is that we know which lenders are particularly good at larger mortgages
so you won’t waste your time applying to a number of lenders who simply won’t consider
such a big loan.
SPF Private Clients can also access preferential rates and bespoke arrangements on large
mortgages that are available either exclusively to us or only a handful of brokers. This means
you can rest assured that you really are getting the best solution for your circumstances.
Our experienced advisers are on hand to guide you through the process, recommending the
best product and rate to suit your needs after comparing all suitable options for £1m-plus
mortgages. We take time to get to know you and really understand your circumstances and
needs before recommending the appropriate option. If a private bank is the answer, our close
relationships with the private banks mean we will know not only the right one to approach but
the most suitable individual within that bank to ensure you get the right mortgage for you.

For more information please contact:
SPF Private Clients
T: +44 (0)333 222 6688
E: info@spf.co.uk
W: spf.co.uk

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
A fee of up to 1% of the loan amount is payable. For example, if we arrange a loan of £100,000 the fee
could be £1,000. The exact fee charged will depend on the amount of work undertaken.

SPF Private Clients Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
The FCA does not regulate some forms of buy-to-let, overseas and commercial mortgages.
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PROPERTY PURCHASE

If you are buying a property, chances are you will need a mortgage to do so. For most of
us, the mortgage is likely to be our biggest monthly outgoing so it is important to choose
carefully.
With so many mortgages available, negotiating the market and finding the right deal for your
circumstances can seem daunting, even if you have bought property before. Should you opt
for the security of a fixed rate or would a Bank of England Base Rate tracker provide more
flexibility? Is a two-year deal a better option than a five-year one? Coming up with answers to
questions such as these is where SPF Private Clients can help.
Our team of experienced brokers has spent many years helping clients buy their first property,
move up the ladder to a bigger home, or indeed back down it by downsizing to a smaller
property. We have access to a wide range of mortgage options, as well as many deals that
aren’t accessible to other brokers, so you can rest assured that you will be getting the best
deal for your circumstances.
We will manage the mortgage process on your behalf from start to completion. Our ability to
turn things around quickly and efficiently helps make moving home less stressful.
Getting a mortgage is more difficult than in the past, with lenders now looking at affordability
rather than just the applicant’s income when deciding how much you can borrow. SPF will
know which lenders to approach in order to achieve the most suitable and cost-effective
mortgage for you.
With rates remaining low, now is a great time to take out a mortgage, whether you are a firsttime buyer or moving home. SPF will do all of the sums for you and will let you know how
much you can borrow and at what rate.

For more information please contact:
SPF Private Clients
T: +44 (0)333 222 6688
E: info@spf.co.uk
W: spf.co.uk

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
A fee of up to 1% of the loan amount is payable. For example, if we arrange a loan of £100,000 the fee
could be £1,000. The exact fee charged will depend on the amount of work undertaken.

SPF Private Clients Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
The FCA does not regulate some forms of buy-to-let, overseas and commercial mortgages.
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REMORTGAGING

For most people, their mortgage is their biggest outgoing so making sure you don’t pay more
than you absolutely need to is crucial to the overall health of your finances. Remortgaging is
an important part of that – while it is vital to shop around for the best deal when you take out
your mortgage in the first place, you should also regularly check that it remains competitive.
With interest rates remaining low, remortgage rates are extremely attractive so it is worth
making a note to get in touch with a mortgage broker such as SPF Private Clients three to six
months before your current deal comes to an end to find out what options are available to
you. If you have already moved onto your lender’s standard variable rate, chances are there
will be a cheaper product out there so it is worth finding out whether this is the case.
Remortgaging is tougher than in the past with lenders introducing stricter affordability criteria
as part of the Mortgage Market Review in 2014 so it may make it more difficult to access a
competitive product. But that does not mean it is impossible – assuming you know which
lenders to approach. This is where SPF can help as we have years of experience in helping our
clients remortgage onto competitive deals.
Many borrowers choose a fixed rate mortgage to give them peace of mind, help with budgeting
and protect them from interest rates. However, if you don’t need the certainty of a fixed rate,
a Bank of England Base Rate tracker with no early repayment charges may be a better option,
giving you more flexibility and the option to pay down the mortgage more quickly if you prefer
to do so.
As well as searching for the best rate, some homeowners remortgage in order to raise extra
money, perhaps to pay for home improvements or to clear other debts. If you have a significant
amount of equity in your home, this can be a good way of accessing money at low rates but you
must factor in the costs involved and compare with other ways of raising money.
SPF has access to a wide range of mortgage options, as well as some deals that aren’t accessible
to other brokers, so you can rest assured that you will be getting the most competitive deal for
your circumstances. Seeking advice is crucial to ensure you get the right remortgage product
– and don’t make an expensive mistake by choosing the wrong one, or doing nothing at all.

For more information please contact:
SPF Private Clients
T: +44 (0)333 222 6688
E: info@spf.co.uk
W: spf.co.uk

THINK CAREFULLY BEFORE SECURING OTHER DEBTS AGAINST YOUR HOME. YOUR HOME MAY BE
REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
A fee of up to 1% of the loan amount is payable. For example, if we arrange a loan of £100,000 the fee
could be £1,000. The exact fee charged will depend on the amount of work undertaken.

SPF Private Clients Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
The FCA does not regulate some forms of buy-to-let, overseas and commercial mortgages.

